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ON ANALYTIC INDEPENDENCE
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S. S. ABHYANKAR AND T. T. MOH(')

ABSTRACT.    This article examines the concept of "analytic indepen-

dence".  Several illustrative examples have been included.  The main results are

Theorems 1—4 which state the relations between analytic independence and the

degree of field extensions, transcendence degree, order of poles and "gap" respec-

tively.

1. Introduction. Let k be an algebraicaUy closed field, S an analytic local do-

main over k with a local subdomain F. Recall that nonunit elements x,,..'.,

xn E S are said to be analytically independent over F iff the mapping <p:

F[[Zj, .. . ,Zn]] —*S defined by *p\R - identity, <p(Z¡) =x¡, VI <i <«, is

injective. Otherwise x,,. .. , xn are said to be analyticaUy dependent over F.

The concepts of "algebraic independence" and "analytic independence" are

very different even though they are similar in appearance. For instance, Exam-

ples 1 and 2 in §4 Ulustrate that the set of elements in k[[x, y] ] which are

analytically dependent over k[[x, xy] ] is not closed under summation or multi-

plication.

We shaU restrict ourselves to the case that F is a 2-dimensional regular

analytic local domain.  It has been estabUshed (cf. [3] ) that if k is of character-

istic zero, then one may assume S = k[[x, y] ], R = k[[x, xy] ] without loss of

generaUty. Throughout we shall assume this even if k is of positive characteristic.

This article establishes some algebraic criteria of analytic independence. The

main results are Theorems 1—4 which state the relations between analytic inde-

pendence and the degree of field extensions, transcendence degree, order of poles

or "gap" respectively.

2. Hasse derivatives, automorphisms.  Let k[[y] ] he a power series ring of

one variable y.

Definition 1. The i'th Hasse derivative D¡f(y) = /(,)(y) of f(y) E

k[[y]] is defined by
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/(y + O^Z/'VK

where /(y + t) G k[[y, t] ], a power series ring of two variables.

Lemma 1. Let f(y) be a power series which is algebraic over k(y). Then

all Hasse derivatives off(y) E k(y)(f(y)).

Proof.  It is known that f(y) is separable over k(y). Let the minimum

equation of f(y) be a(y)f(yf + b(y)f(yf~x + • • • + e(y) = 0 with a(y),

b(y), .... e(y) E k[y] and a(y) =¿ 0. Then

«Cv + t)f(y + ty + b(y + i)f(y + if'1 + • • • + e(y + t) = ][tFi(y)ti= 0.

Hence F¡(y) = 0,   V i > 0, where F¡(y) is of the Mowing form:

F,(y) = (na(y)f(y)n-1 + (n - \)b(y)f(yf~2 + '")

' f^iy) + [polynomial in y, f(y), ...,/<'- ' >G0].

with/(/)(^) the ith Hasse derivative of f(y). Since a(y)f(yf + b(y)f(yf~l

+ • ' • + e(y) = 0 is a separable equation, one observes that

na(y)f(y)n~l + (n -l)b(y)f(yf~2 + • • • * 0.

One concludes that

/%0e^)tfi>),/<1>O0./i'-1^)).

Our lemma is estabUshed by mathematical induction on L  Q.E.D.

Some special automorphisms of k[[x, y] ] wiU be extensively used, therefore

we state

Definition 2.  A ^-automorphism t of &[[jc, y] ] is said to be of type A

iff t(jc) - x G x2k[[x, y] ] and r(y) -yE xyk[[x, y]].

Remark.   AU automorphisms of type A form a group.

Lemma 2. Let r be an automorphism of type A with

t(x) -x = x2(z ffr)À,        Tí» -y -xy( Z Bi(y)x\

= x2(t. Fiiytf) ,   r-'OO - y - xy(£<? {y}A.
\i>0 / \i>0 /

77ien we have

kty,fQ(y),...,fi(y),g0(y), • • • ,gt-i(y))

(1)' - k(y, F0O),.... Ft(y), G0(y),..., G^p)),

t-1(x)-x =
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k(y, /0(y), ■■-,fi_ , (y), g0(y), • • •, gfy))

(2)/ = *0, F0(y),...,F,_,(y), G0t»,.... G^)),

(3) k(y, /0(y),..., ffy), g0(y), ■■-, gfy))

' = fciy. F00),..., Ft (y), G0(y),.... G^)),

iffj(y)> g¡(y) for j = 0,1,. . . ,i - 1 are algebraic power series over k(y).

Proof.  We first observe that (1),- and (2),- imply (3),- by taking compositum

of fields. Clearly

/oOO - -W>     SoOO = ~G0(y).

(3)0 is obvious. Hence to estabUsh our lemma it is enough to prove that (3)¡_,

impUes (l\ and (2)¡.

One has

x =t~1t(x) = t-1

= T-1(X) + T '(xfÍT, fi(r-l(y))(r-1(x)y\

(l + Z ^(y)xf+1)
\      «>o /

\i + z\ZfP(y)(y(zWxi+1)]
( i>oy>0 \    \/>0 //

•H+£w*iF]
= Z 0,00*'

I>1

where /y(/)(y) is the/th Hasse derivative of /,(;>)■ It follows that ß,(y) = 1,

ö/(y) = 0,V/>2. Clearly

Qt+Ay) = Ffy)+ffy)
+ [polynomial in Fj(y), Gj(y),ymfjm \y) with /, m < i ]

where the said polynomial is a weighted homogeneous polynomial of total weight

/ + 1 when we assign weights; + 1, /,/ + 1 + m to F¡(y), G ¡(y), ymffm)(y)

respectively; moreover, no term in the said polynomial involves only the G,'s.

Hence by Lemma 1 (3)¡_x ■* (l)f.

Now consider
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y = T~ h(y) = r-'^v + xy ( Z gjbfrty

- <t+<l c'w")) ! -+£ [te s/"(4(,?oc'wv* ' ))')

■('(•♦fibril
= ( z W*'V-

\(>0 /

where gj'\y) is the ;th Hasse derivative of g¡(y).   It follows that P0(y) = 1,

P,(y) = 0,Wj>l. Clearly

(2)
+ [polynomial in F^'), G/0'),.J'm^'")( v) with /, m < /].

Again by Lemma 1 we conclude (3)^, => (2),-.  The process of mathematical in-

duction is thus finished.  Q.E.D.

In Lemma 3, we shall use the notation and assumptions of Lemma 2.

Lemma 3.   Let z = ZJL0 «,.(.y)jc'' and t(z) = 2" 0 H*(y)x'.   Then

(1 *)   «¿y) G *(.v, /oO),• • •,/i.xO),£0O),...,f/_1Cv),//o(7),• • •, ".V)),

(2*) H*(y)E k(y, /0(j'),..., /,_,(», io(y),..., *,_,(», «0i»,..., h¿y)\

if hj(y),fj(y), gj(y) for j = 0, 1, ...,/- 1 are algebraic power series over

k(y).

Proof.   In view of Lemma 2, it is enough to prove (2*). We have

r(z) = Z A/fr(jO)frC*)j
i>0

= Z [w + Z h\n(y) (fyCZg'iy)x')) ']

= ZXO0*'

with 7/0*(;0 = h0(y) and for / > 0:

#,*(*) = «,O0 +y'h^(y)go(ylf
+ [polynomial in fj(y),gj(y), y'h^y) with m, j < i]
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where the said polynomial is a weighted homogeneous polynomial of total weight i

when we assign weights/ + 1,/, j + m tof(y), g¡(y),y'hm^(y) respectively.

Hence (2*) follows from Lemma 1 by induction.

3. Algebraic criteria of analytic independence. Let F be a field of character-

istic zero, k an algebraic closure of F.  We shall establish

Proposition 1.  Let f(x) = 2/>0 a¡x' E k[[x] ] be integral over R[[x] ].

Then [F({a,.}",,):F] <~.

Proof.  If a¡ E R, \fi > 0, then we have nothing to prove. Otherwise

assume that a¡ ER, V0 < i < m, and am £ F.   Replacing f(x) by f(x) -

2!" 11aix, we shall assume a¡ = 0, V 0 < i < m.  Let the minimal equation of

/(x)overF[[x]] be

(4) r + ô,(x)y- » + • • • + 6„(x) = 0.

Let s = min,, {(ord b¡(x))l¡: i = 1, 2, . . . , n} = a/b.  Let t = xi,b. Consider

equation (4) as one over F [[t] ] and replace Y by Y/ta = Z.   Then we have

(5) Z" + bx(tb)lfZ"-1 + • • • + bAñlt""

= Zn+ CAt)Zn~l + • • • + C„(í) = 0
and l n

Cx(t)Z"-1 + ---+Cn(t)ER[[t]]\Z] but^r -F[[r]][Z].

There are two possibilities:  either s < m, or s = m.  In the first case Z" +

Cx(0)Z"-1 + • • • + C„(0) ± Z" and will have 0 as a root (cf. [7]). In the

second case am wiU be a root of Z" + Cj^Z"-1 + • • • + C„(0), hence Z" +

Cx(0)Zn~x + • • • + C„(0) is not of the form (Z + C)n  (cf. [7]). In either

case, Z" + Cx(t)Z"~l + • • • + C„(i) wiU be reducible in R(am)[[t]] [Z] be-

cause R(am)[[t]] is Henselian. It is clear that f(x) ER(am, . . . ,am )[[r¡]]

after repeating the above process where tj is a suitable root of x. It is trivial that

R(ami,...,amq)[[«]] n *[[x]] =F(ami,...,aw<7)[[x]].

Hence f(x) GF(am j.amq) [[x] ).   Q.E.D.

The foUowing theorem estabUshes an algebraic criterion of analytic inde-

pendence by the degree of field extension.

Theorem 1. Let z = 2,^,, hAy)xlEk[[x,y]] with h Ay) algebraic power

series over k(y) where k is of characteristic zero. If [k(y) {hAy)}¡>i'- k(y)] =

°°, then z is analytically independent over k[[x, xy] ].

Proof.  Suppose z is analytically dependent over k [fx, xy] ]. Let

F(x, xy, Z) G k [[x, xy] ] [[Z] ] be one of the nontrivial irreducible analytic rela-
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tions satisfied by jc, xy, z.   Now F(jc, 0,Z)=£ 0. Choose a in k such that

F(jc - aZ3, 0, Z) is regular with respect to Z.  Then F(x - aZ3, xy, Z) =

G(jc, xy, Z) will be regular with respect to Z and G(jc + az3, xy, z) = 0. Define

a A:-automorphism t of /¿[[jc, .y] ] as follows:

TÍJc) = JC + az3 =x + ax3l ¿ V"1 ) = jc + ;c2( Z /;(y)jc'j,

tO0-j|i +«a(£^Û'V-,)j     -j|l + *(| ^CO*)].

Then t is of type A and r(xy) = xy.  Clearly z is integral over k [[t(x), r(xy)] ]

and hence r-1(z) is integral over k[[x, xy] ].

It follows trivially from binomial expansion and inverse formula that /• G

k(y, hx(y),..., hf(y)), V7 < / + 1, and gj E k(y, hx(y), .... h¡(y)), V/ <

/+ 1.

Let t~1(z) = 2°!,, H¡(y)x'. Then it follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 that

Ht(y) G k(y, hx(y), ..., ht(y)) and h,(y) G k(y, Hx(y), .... Ht(y)). In

other words

[k(y, {A,O0W: k(y)] = [k(y, {Hfr)}^ ): k(y)].

Finally, r~l(z) is integral over A: [[jc, jcy] ] implies that t~1(z) is integral

over A:(^)[[x]] D k [ [x, xy] ]. Our theorem follows from Proposition 1.  Q.E.D.

Utzi=gi(y)x for/= 1, . . . , « withj.^i^),. . . ,gn(y)Ek[[y]]

and algebraically independent over A:. Then it has been established in [1] that

z,, . . . , zn are analytically independent over k[[x, xy]]. The following theorem

is a generalization of the result stated above.

Theorem 2. For i - 1.», given z¡ = 2°^ x ft¡(y)xi E k[ [x, y] ]

such that f¡i (y) is transcendental over k(y) for some j, let fim (y) be the first

fij(y) which is transcendental over k(y). IffXm (y), ■ ■ ■ ,fnm (y) are alge-

braically independent over k(y), then z,, . . . ,zn are analytically independent

over k[[x, xy]].

Proof.  Upon reordering z,.zn we may assume 1 < m, < «i2 <

•••<»?„ from the very beginning. Let us order all «-tuples (mx, . . . , mn) by

lexicographic ordering where 1 < mx < m2 < • • • < mn. We shall induct on

(mx.mn).

The case that m1=/«2 = ,''=ffi„ = lcan proceed essentially by the

same method used in [1]. We shall base our induction thereon.

Suppose Zj, . . . , zn satisfy our assumption with 1 < mx < • • • < mn

and are analytically dependent over k [ [jc, jcy] ]. Note that mn > 1.  Let
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F(x, xy, Zx, . . . ,Zn)Ek[[x,xy,Zx, . . . ,Zn]] be one of the nontrivial

analytic relations satisfied by x, xy, z,.z„. Then F(x, 0,2,,. . . ,Z„) #

0. Choose a0, a,, . . . , an_, G k and integer m > 3 such that

F(x - a0Z?,0,Zx - axZ?, . . . ,Z„_, - an_xZ?,Zn)

is regular with respect to Zn. Let

Fix -a0Zm,xy,Zx-axZm,...,Z„) = G(x, xy, Z,,...,Zn).

Then G(x + a0zm, xy, z, + axzm, . . . , zn) = 0. In other words x + a0zm, xy,

z, + axzm, . . . , zn are analytically dependent and G is a nontrivial relation

among them.  Moreover zn is integral over

k[[x+a0zm,xy,zx+axzm.*„_, + an_xz%]}.

Let r be the fc-automorphism of k[[x,y]] defined by

t(x) = x + a0zm = x + x2l Z g,iy)xi\,

r(y)=y[l + x(z*l(y)*,)]~l =y [l + x(ç Äf(y)x')].

Then r is of type A and r(xy) = xy.  Note that g¡(y), h¡(y) are algebraic power

series Vi < «V Let r¡{ = z;. + a¡zm for i = 1.n — 1. Then z„ is

integral over fc [[t(x), T(x.y), t?,, . . . , T7„_,]] and hence Tx(zn) is integral over

k[[x,xy, r"1^).t-1(t7„_1)]]. Let

00

r~l(v¡) = Z Pij(y)x'   for i = 1,..., « - 1,
/>'

r-lW- Z Pnjiy)*'-
/•>'

Then it follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that pim (y) is the first p¡j(y) which is trans-

cendental over k(y) and p,     (y),... ,p      (y) are algebraically independent
1 n

over &(y).

Note that r-1(z„) is integral over k[[x, xy, t_1(t?,), ... ,T~1(7,n_1)]].

Hence r~l(zn) is algebraic over k[[x, xy, t_1(tj,),..., T~l(r¡n_x)] ]. It fol-

lows triviaUy that

f-(z„)-^-p„,W
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is algebraically, hence analytically, dependent over

k[[x, xy, T-l(r)x),..., T_1C7n_i)]].

Note that the «-tuple for t?„, t"1^,), . .. , t-1(t\„_x) is (1, «i,, ..., mn_x)

< (m,,..., «!„_,, mn). By the hypothesis of mathematical induction, this is

impossible.   Q.E.D.

4. Poles, gaps and analytic independence. The converses of Theorems 1 and

2 are false. In fact, as indicated by Theorems 3 and 4, there are many elements

in k[y] [[x]] which are analyticaUy independent over k[[x, xy]]. For the con-

venience of the reader, we shaU state the foUowing proposition (cf. [4] ).

Proposition 2.   Let R be a field with a valuation V. Let R [<jc >] be a

convergent power series ring of one variable with respect to V.   Then R[{x)] is

algebraically closed in R [[jc] ].

Remark.   Let V be a ^-valuation of k(y). Then z = "Ehi(y)xl E

k(y)[[x]] is a convergent power series with respect to Kiff V(h¡(y)) > - mi

for some positive integer m.

Theorem 3. Let z Ek[[x,y]] nk(y)[[x]] with k an algebraically closed

field of characteristic zero. Moreover assume that z = 2(^ j h¡(y)xl is not con-

vergent with   respect to the k-valuation Vofk(y) with V(y) = 0. Then z is

analytically independent over k [[jc, jcy] ].

Proof. We shaU use the terminology of the proof of Theorem 1. There

are two things to be verified. We have to estabUsh that T-1fz) G &(j>)[[jc]] and

t~1(z) is not convergent. Our theorem wiU foUow from the preceding proposition

thereafter.

The fact that t~1(z) Ek(y)[[x]] foUows trivially from Lemmas 1-3.

It suffices to prove that T~l(z) is not convergent. Since z is not convergent,

for any given positive integer S > 1 there is an index i such that V(h¡(y)) <

-S(i - 1) and V(hÂyj) > -S(j - 1),V/ < ¿ Since every ̂ -evaluation is nonarchime-

dean.it is obvious that V(f¡(y)) > - S(j - 1) and V(gj(y)) > - S(j - 1), V/ < t

Let us point out that the ith Hasse derivative = /! (the ith ordinary deriva-

tive under our assumption that k is of characteristic zero). Hence V(f('\y)) >

V(f(y)) - / for all f(y) G k(y). Consequently, in view of the description of

the polynomial occurring in equation (1) of Lemma 1 and the fact that t(jc^) =

jcy, by induction on / we can deduce that V(Ff(y)) > - S(j - 1) and V(Gj (y))

> _ s(j - 1), V; < L  By equation (3) of Lemma 3, as appUed to t~1(z) =

2~>j Hu(y)xu, we also have

#i O) = «,0) + [polynomial in F¡(y), G ¡(y), yfh^(y) with m, j < i]
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with the polynomial in the parentheses a weighted homogeneous polynomial of

total weight i with F¡(y), Gj(y),yih<mi)(y) of weight /' + 1,/ and j + m respect-

ively.   It follows that V (the above polynomial in the parentheses) >

- S (its total weight - 1) = - S(i - 1).   Since V(h¡(y)) < - S(i - 1), we con-

clude that K(Ff(y)) = V(h¡(y)) < - S(i - 1). Thus t~x(z) is not convergent.

Q.E.D.
We shall use a very arithmetic method to prove the following "gap theo-

rem". For this purpose we need the following:

Notation. Let/(x,,... ,xn)Ek[[xx,... ,x„]]. Byx]1 • • • xan"

G/we mean that fa >   a   =¡í= 0 in the following expansion:

/(x,,...,x„)= ¿Lfix,...,tnXi ,...,x„".

Theorem 4. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and z = 2°^, h¡(y)x'

£k[y][[x]]  C*[[x,y]]. Let a( = deg ht(y) and ß, = ord h¡(y). Assume:

(1') h>i,ii;and
(2') \given any integers m>0 and s>0, there exists an integer n>0

with h Ay) + 0 such that ßn+i> man Vi>0and(n + s)/an < min {1, i/r}

where r and i run through all i < n and yr E hf y) with either i^norr^ an.

Then z is analytically independent over k[[x, xy] ].

Proof.  Suppose the converse. Let F(x, xy, Z) be one of the irreducible

analytic relations among x, xy and z.

We shall write F(x, xy,Z)= S,^0 Ffx, xy)Zl. Since ßi>i, z Eyk[[x, y] ].

Thus F0(x, xy) E yk [ [x, y] ] and hence F0(x, x^) G xyk [ [x, y] ].  It follows

from the irreducibility of F(x, xy.Z) that Ffx, xy) f.xyk[[x, xy] ] for some

i > 0. Let m be the smallest i with this property.

Since Fm(x, xy) $ xyk[[x, y] ], it follows that Fm(x, 0) =£ 0. Let s =

ord F(x, 0).

Let « be an integer such that condition (2') is satisfied with respect to the

integers m and s just determined.

The scheme is to prove that xs+nmy a"m   E G(x, y) = F(x, xy, z).

Clearly this wiU imply F(x, xy, z) ^ 0.

Note that any term in Fy(x, xy)z' = F¡(x, xy)(Zhi(y)xi)' can be written

as

(7) «M(*y)ll(*'>7'')

where 0 ^ c G k, x"Tv E F;.(x, T),yyi E hfy) with the last product one of/
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terms. To prove that x^+r"nyanm e q(x> y} - p^x¡ xy> z^ ¡t ¡s enough to show

that this particular term happens once and only once in all possible expressions

of (7).

In the product of/ terms, Il(jc(y7/), if / > « for one term, then y¡ > ßt >

man. Hence the.y-degree is obviously too big. So to produce Jcí+"m>'OÍ"m, one

requires that i < n for all / terms in the product n(jc'.y7'). Moreover

xu(xy)v u (x'yyi) = jc"+"+sy+i:7i = x»+" Vm

implies

u + v + ZI = S + nm>     v + Z 7« = anm-

Let the number of terms of the form xnya,t in n(jc(y7') be p. Then we have

" + v + Z'1' " s + n(m - p),     v + Z'?/ = %(m - P)

with both summations running through terms infl(x'yy') which are not of the

form jc".y ". Suppose m - p i= 0. Then by conditions (1 ') and (2') we get

u + v + 2'/ >   2'/       n + s ^ s + n(m - p)

v + 2'7f     *  2'7/ >~¿n~>   (tndn-p)

with all denominators > 1. That is clearly a contradiction.  Hence we conclude

that m-p = 0. Therefore m =p =j for all terms in Iüjc^7') we have / = n and

yt = an.  Moreover, it clearly follows that u = 0, u = s. Thus the uniqueness of

the appearance of such terms is established. The existence part is trivial. Q.E.D.

We shaU conclude with a few examples.

Example 1. Let f(y) E k [[y] ] be a transcendental power series over

k(y) with ord f(y) = 1.   Then k[[x, y]] = k[[x, f(y)]] and jc.y G

k [[*> f(y)] ] • Thus there exists a nontrivial analytic relation among jcy, jc and

f(y). Hence f(y) is analytically dependent over A: [[jc, Jcy] ]. Clearly jc is ana-

lytically dependent over k [[jc, jcy] ]. As indicated by Theorem 2, /(.y)jc is

analytically independent over A;[[jc, jcy]]. This example shows that all elements

in k[[jc, y] ] which are analyticaUy dependent over A: [[jc, jcy]] do not form a

set which is closed under usual multiplication.

Example 2. Let f(y) be as in Example 1. Let g(x, y) = f(y)x - y.

Then A:[[jc, g(x, y)]] =k[[x,y]], which shows that g(x, y)'is analyticaUy de-

pendent over A: [[jc, Jcy]]. Clearly g(x,y) +y =f(y)x is not. This example

shows that the set of analytic dependent elements is not closed under summation.

Example 3. Let z = 2„>3 c„jc".yn! with cn E k and c„ ¥= 0 for infinitely

many «. Then it foUows from Theorem 4 that z is analyticaUy independent over

k[[x,xy]].
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